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Leaking Link Seals repair solutions

When a link seal is leaking around a pipe, Westatlantic provides a solution to stop the leak
problems. Leak stopping repairs may be made without taking the pipe out of service.
Westatlantic is a leading supplier of pipe sealing systems dedicated to concrete foundation
and masonry wall leak proofing for pipe penetrations.
For leaking link seal problems use a WA-GP-T or a WA-GP-B external wall mount assembly.
Both these systems are compression seal systems for watertight solutions to 36 psi conditions.
Using mastic or other paste products will not solve the problem.
Leave the link seal in place and reseal the pipe penetration from outside the wall with our external
seal system.
Re-sealing may be accomplished without excavating around the foundation wall or
manhole. Both the WA-GP-T and the WA-GP-B have low profiles and need little space to mount.
Sealing may take place on the inside wall or the outside wall.
If the inside manhole wall or inside foundation wall space is not available, the seal can mount
on the outside wall.
Sealing pipes through concrete structures below grade requires well planned solutions and the
selection of products that best fits the application.
All material for a ready install is shipped with the product.
Inquire at Westatlantic or tel: 902 455 4455 the solution experts on through wall pipe penetrations.
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